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Meet Evie and Andrew! Join them on exciting adventures in Taiwan. Discover colorful celebrations,

Chinese language, and even more delicious fun. Dancing lions, flying magnetic trains, and ancient

treasures are just some of the exciting things on the journey. This colorfully illustrated book

integrates Chinese characters throughout, so readers can learn and be entertained at the same

time.
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This is a wonderful book!!! It teaches children basic Chinese, cultures and customs. I love the cute

illustrations on each page. I think it is important to teach children about different cultures and let

them embrace all our differences. This book brings up wonderful memories for when I was a child

and the customs my family did for my sister and I growing up. I would highly recommend getting this

book and reading it with your child!

My kids received this book as a gift and loved it so I bought another one to give to my daughter's

teacher. It has great illustrations and exposes them to interesting cultural nuggets about Taiwan. I'm

eagerly waiting for the next one!

Great book! Wish I read it before I went to China then I would have known a few words in Chinese -

the pronuciation is broken down so English speakers can figure it out! I think children will really



enjoy learning and reading about Taiwan - I did and I am 56! Bought the books for gifts.

My little one, almost 2, doesn't yet understand everything in this book when I read it to her, but she

loves the illustrations, and I can definitely tailor my narration of what is going on so she does

understand. I really love that this book has accurate information, uses Chinese characters and

English phonetics and English meanings, and presents everything in a fun and engaging way! What

a great way to introduce your kid to Taiwan life and culture!

With so many children's books on the market, I found it refreshing to find a book that actually

expands my son's world perspective and explores the concept of other cultures, languages, people

and customs. I appreciated the Chinese characters and their English pronunciation, as well as the

thoughtful details about what makes Taiwan unique. My son actually learned a few common

Chinese words that he now enjoys repeating. This book is easy to read, fun, engaging and opens

my son to so many interesting things. I'm very happy with my purchase and highly recommend this

book.

Great story, love the illustrations. The writer has a good understanding of what will interest kids and

how to keep the reader entertained. The characters are likable and my kids love putting themselves

in the place of the kids in the book. I love how they are learning to appreciate a culture they

otherwise might not have exposure to. This is a great introduction to Taiwan, travel, new

adventures, family connections... I bought two, one for us to keep at home one we donated to our

elementary school's library. I recommend everyone else do the same! With all the fluff books out

there, it is nice to have a book like this that is well written, fun to read and informative.

How often have you been curious about how to pronounce, spell or draw an Asian word or

expression? I have often wondered, but not enough to seek out a foreign dictionary - this book is the

answer; it is delightful - great for reading to children, but held my interest in the story along with

pronouncing and drawing words. The illustrations are top notch, but the writing is enchanting.

This is a terrific fun and educational book. Your kids can explore a part of the world that's very

different than their own, and get a taste of the Chinese language. This could be the book that sparks

their interest in travel, learning Chinese, etc. It's great for kids of all ages and fun to read!
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